
PSYCHOLOGY AND POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

In this piece we cover positive reinforcement in psychology: what it is and isn't; the many ways it can be applied and how
to implement it in your.

For example, when you hold the door open for someone you might receive praise and a thank you. Persuasion
is an interactive process while getting the work done by others. The behavior of opening the front door is
rewarded by a big kiss on the lips by the person's spouse and a rip in the pants from the family dog jumping
enthusiastically. Tandem schedules â€” Reinforcement occurs when two or more successive schedule
requirements have been completed, with no stimulus indicating when a schedule has been completed and the
next has started. Thus, one person may prefer one type of food while another avoids it. An important part of
shaping is stimulus discrimination. When a favorable outcome, event, or reward occurs after an action, that
particular response or behavior will be strengthened. Fixed interval FI â€” reinforced after n amount of time.
In addition to the type of reinforcement used, the presentation schedule can also play a role in the strength of
the response. Two more and you get three back. This can be seen when employees are offered Saturdays off if
they complete the weekly workload by Friday. For example, a pigeon may be required to peck a button switch
ten times before food appears. An important thing to note is that positive reinforcement is not always a good
thing. Brechner , introduced the concept of superimposed schedules of reinforcement in an attempt to create a
laboratory analogy of social traps , such as when humans overharvest their fisheries or tear down their
rainforests. This refers to applying a reinforcer after a variable number of responses. An addictive drug is
intrinsically rewarding ; that is, it functions as a primary positive reinforcer of drug use. Promise a back rub
when your spouse washes up if he or she always leaves dishes piling up. Third, he chooses whether to pick up
ten toys or put his books and clothes away. Formal persuasion This type of persuasion is used in writing
customer letter, proposal and also for formal presentation to any customer or colleagues. The rats quickly
learned to go straight to the lever after a few times of being put in the box. Imagine walking into a casino and
heading for the slot machines. How could you use behavior modification, specifically positive reinforcement,
to change your behavior? Students who volunteer to clean up the playground on a winter afternoon get hot
cocoa and cookies afterward. Simple schedules[ edit ] A chart demonstrating the different response rate of the
four simple schedules of reinforcement, each hatch mark designates a reinforcer being given Ratio schedule
â€” the reinforcement depends only on the number of responses the organism has performed. This model is
known as MPR, short for mathematical principles of reinforcement. Second, the length of the time-out is
important. Thus, the detention may be a reinforcer could be positive or negative ; perhaps the child now gets
one-on-one attention from a teacher or perhaps they now avoid going home where they are often abused.
Negative Reinforcement The removal of an unpleasant reinforcer can also strengthen behavior. Another
example, money, is only worth something when you can use it to buy other thingsâ€”either things that satisfy
basic needs food, water, shelterâ€”all primary reinforcers or other secondary reinforcers. Clients: to guide your
clients for the achievement of the goals or targets. While these types of rewards can be powerfully motivating,
they should be used sparingly and with caution. Variable ratio: rapid, steady rate of responding; most resistant
to extinction. The brain's reward system assigns it incentive salience i. Prime parking spots are given to
employees who drive electric cars to encourage eco-friendly transportation. In each of these situations, the
reinforcement is an additional stimulus occurring after the behavior that increases the likelihood that the
behavior will occur again in the future. Superimposed schedules of reinforcement can create the three classic
conflict situations approachâ€”approach conflict, approachâ€”avoidance conflict , and avoidanceâ€”avoidance
conflict described by Kurt Lewin and can operationalize other Lewinian situations analyzed by his force field
analysis. Persuasion can be classified into informal persuasion and formal persuasion. For example, imagine
your four year-old son, Brandon, hit his younger brother.


